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Summary:
The Thermox process is a process developed by AB Atomenergi
for the decladding and dissolution of irradiated Zircaloy-2 clad uranium dioxide fuel elements and consists of the following stages:
1. Decladding by means of thermal oxidation of the Zircaloy-2 with
oxygen and water vapour at 825
2.

C using nitrogen as a catalyst.

Oxidation of the uranium dioxide pellets with air and oxygen to
U-Oo at a temperature of 450 - 650

3.

C.

Dissolving and leaching the uranium oxides with dilute nitric acid
leaving the insoluble zirconium oxide as a residue.

4.

Filtering the solution and washing the residues of the cladding.
The work has included the following parts;
The laboratory scale investigation of the conditions for the oxi-

dation of Zircaloy-2 in various gas mixtures and of the conditions for
oxidizing and dissolving sintered UO? pellets;
The development on a pilot plant scale of suitable apparatus and
process techniques for the safe and reproducible treatment of half
length inactive fuel elements;
Studies of some special operation and handling problems, which
have to be solved before the method can be applied in full scale.
Five half length fuel elements have been treated, and the results
have been satisfactory. The pilot plant experiments have proved that
inactive fuel elements can be decanned, oxidized and dissolved by
means of the Thermox process. Solutions and canning residues are
easy to filter, separate, and handle and are free from corroding
agents. The uranium losses can be kept very low. The zirconium
dioxide is obtained in a form suitable for permanent disposal»
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1. Introduction
Several methods have been proposed for the head-end treatment
of Zircaloy-2 clad irradiated nuclear fuel elements» At present the
wet dissolution of the cladding in boiling ammonium fluoride solutions
(e.g. the Zirflex process) seems to be the most technologically advanced procedure and is adaptable to uranium metal elements as well
as to uranium dioxide elements. Other proposed methods, now under
development, are the fractional sublimation of chlorides (Zircex),
electrolytic dissolution in molten salts and various other high temperature methods.
Wet dissolution methods, such as the Zirflex process, have the
disadvantage of producing large volumes of highly corrosive and active waste. To overcome these problems and to reduce the cost of
waste storage, a new head-end process for the treatment of Zircaloy
canned UO~ fuel elements, the Thermox method, has been developed
at AB Atomenergi. The Zircaloy cladding is prefentially oxidized at
a high temperature in an atmosphere of nitrogen, oxygen, and water
vapour. The resulting zirconium dioxide is insoluble in nitric acid
and, after the selective dissolution of the uranium oxide core, can
be easily and directly stored in this non-reactive, non-hygroscopic
and compact form. In order to reduce the consumption of nitric acid
and the evolution of nitrogen oxide gases during the core dissolution,
the uranium dioxide pellets can be oxidized to U^Ofi in a second oxidation step at a lower temperature than that used for the oxidation of
the cladding.
During the development of the Thermox process, investigations
have been carried out at the laboratory scale as well as in a pilot
plant. Suitable furnace types, transfer units and other equipment
have also been developed.
Oxidative head-end treatments for zircaloy fuel elements have
1 2 11
been studied in other laboratories. Atomic International ' '
have
developed a method of decanning a UO9 core by the selective oxidation
CM
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of the UO^ at a temperature below 600

C with the simultaneous

vibratory separation of the expanded core from the split canning.
3
A very pure product was obtained. At Oak Ridge a Zr-U alloy was
oxidized above 800

C. The yield of uranium, in solution, obtained

after leaching with nitric acid, was insufficient, probably due to
the partial formation of a solid solution of the oxides.

2. Laboratory Experiments
2. 1. Oxidation of Zircaloy-2

The behaviour of zirconium and its alloys during oxidation in
oxygen, air, or water vapour has been the subject of several investigations and the complex mechanism discussed in considerable de4-9
tail with general agreement on the interpretation
. The metal is
very reactive ( AG = -207, 15 kcal/mole at 1200 °K), but during the
initial oxidation a passive and chemically inert oxide layer is immediately
formed» This layer is very thin and adheres firmly to the underlying
metal surface. Depending on age, temperature, degree of oxidation,
underlying metal surfaces and composition of the surrounding gas, its
colour can vary from interference colour, through black to brown.
The oxidation proceeds in several steps. Initially the oxide layer has
a pronounced cubic structure which in the second step is transformed
8 9
to an internally monoclinic form ' . The passivity of these two usually
black oxides has been interpreted as being due to a solid solution of
Zr in pure monoclinic ZrO ? . The oxidation proceeds by the diffusion
of oxygen from the oxide layer into the metal , while electron movement in the opposite direction restores the electrical neutrality.
Cation movement, i.e. transport of zirconium does not occur
Pure zirconium can take up 6. 5 weight per cent of oxygen

' .

. The

reaction rate has been shown to be independent of the external oxygen
pressure

. The rate determining step is therefore the low diffusion

rate of oxygen atoms in zirconium. The reaction rate has been shown
4-6
to approximately follow a cubic law

, but certain parts of the oxi-

dation curve are better fitted by a parabolic rate expression, particularly if the zirconium is alloyed to small amounts of other metals such
as tin

for example.

As oxidation proceeds a third reaction step begins. The colour
of the oxide layer gradually changes from yellow-brown to pure white,
small cracks are formed in the previously homogeneous surface layer,
and the reaction rate increases to an approximately linear dependence.
Among other things this is caused by internal stress phenomena due
to the large factor of about 1. 5 between the molar volumes of ZrO ?
and Zr, The passive oxide film is at first fractured and corroded
along the grain boundaries. Further attack on the actual grains leads
to a complete destruction of the earlier firm texture and its disorientation into a loosely bound layer.

The oxidation rate has been observed to be slightly dependent
on the surrounding gas composition. A faster reaction has been observed
in oxygen than in water vapour . More remarkably, the oxidation is
faster in air than in pure oxygen. This might be explained by an active
participation of nitrogen in the reaction mechanism.
2, 1,2. Experimental Technique
According to the literature, test specimens have usually been
oxidized in a tube furnace at a fixed temperature and gas pressure,
the latter most often of a fairly low value. The consumption of oxygen
or the increase in weight of the samples have been used as a measure
of the oxidation rate. To better simulate actual technical plant conditions, we considered it more satisfactory to perform the experiments
at atmospheric pressure.
Test specimens were placed in a porcelain boat in a horizontal
tube, and the oxidation rates were determined by weighing at certain
time intervals. The tube furnace had a long uniform heating zone
(see Fig. 1), The temperature was measured by two thermocouples
and was kept constant to within - 5 C. Gas flows were measured
by flowmeters. Water vapour was obtained by the evaporation of
water in a flask, and hydrogen gas by the electrolysis of water.
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In most experiments the following three Zircaloy-2 qualities
were used (strip dimensions 50 x 1 5 x 1 mm):
Heraeus off-grade (og) quality
Heraeus reactor grade (rg) quality
Mallory-Sharon reactor grade (rg) quality
Some experiments were performed with closed tubes, fitted with
end plugs, and mamifactured from the same quality of Zircaloy as
that used for the production of the R3 fuel elements. The tubes were
filled with argon gas. (Tube dimensions: length 100 mm, OD 18 mm,
wall thickness 0. 7 mm).
2.1.3. Experimental Results and Discussion
2. 1,3. 1. Effect of Temperature
At the start of the investigation the oxidation rates for the three
Zircaloy qualities were studied in various gas mixtures as a function of time and temperature. Results for the Heraevts og quality
are given in Fig. 2, Similar curves have been obtained in the other
experiments.
As is evident from the figure, the reaction rate continously
increases with temperature. For temperatures above 800

C the

breakaway point to a linear rate dependence is rapidly attained.
High temperatures impose increased requirements for mechanical
strength and corrosion resistance of the construction material of
the furnace. Taking this into consideration as well as the temperature dependence for the oxidation of the uranium dioxide, it was
decided to carry out the subsequent zircaloy studies at a fixed temperature of 825 C.
Other results and experimental observations mainly confirmed
previously published theories as to the oxidation mechanism. Among
other things a parabolic to cubic rate dependence was shown to be
valid during the initial oxidation.
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2. 1.3.2. Effect of the Oxidizing Atmosphere and Other Variables
At a fixed temperature of 825

C studies were performed in

varying percentages of the following gas mixtures:
Air + H,O (gas)
N

2 + H 2 O (gas)

O (gas) •f 3 °,
%H 2
o
O (gas) + 5 <J
N
2 +H2
N

2

•f H

2

°2 + H 2 o
°2 •fN 2

(gas)

Results are shown in Figs. 3-8. Data from the oxidation
studies of the Heraeus og quality have been incorporated, into a
triangular diagram (Fig. 9), where circled numbers refer to the
relative oxidation rates at the point in question. Results from experiments with closed tubes are shown in Fig. 10.
Satisfactory oxidation rates can be obtained with water vapour
as well as with oxygen. The reaction rate is increased in the presence of nitrogen which is probably due to some intermediate nitride
formation with a flat maximum at about 80 per cent N_. On the other
hand the rate seems to be fairly independent of the addition of small
percentages of oxygen or hydrogen.
No reliable explanation can be offered for the observed differences in oxidation rates for different zircaloy qualities with almost
exactly the same analytical composition. However, it has been reported that small amounts of dissolved oxygen and certain other ele4
merits might have a considerable effect .
It has been noticed in various experiments, and particularly in
those on the pilot plant scale, that mechanical stress or other deformation during the oxidation increases the reaction rate. A study was
therefore made to investigate, whether a previous deformation, for

example by bending, had any influence on observed reaction rates.
No significant increase could be established.
2. 2. Oxidation of Uranium Dioxide Pellets
2 . 2 . 1 . General
As has been mentioned earlier, it is advantageous to oxidize
the core pellets prior to the dissolution step. Powdered U~OR is
much easier to dissolve than hard- sintered UO , the evolution of
oxides of nitrogen is less, dilute acid can be used, and the reaction
is easier to control due to the less exothermic reaction.
The oxidation of UO« has been studied intensively, but most
investigations have been directed to the study of unsintered dioxide.
Hansson

has shown, however, that the oxidation rate of sintered

UO9 in air or oxygen is controlled by the temperature and has a
maximum between 560 and 620

C. At higher temperature a special

surface sintering effect is obtained which retards or completely
stops further oxidation. It was also shown that the rate is twice as
high in oxygen compared with that in air and partly depends on the
size and density of the pellets or grains.

2.2.2. Experimental Technique and Results
The oxidation of sintered UO? pellets to U-O,, was studied at
different temperatures in a thermobalance. The temperature of
the furnace was kept constant and the weight increase continuously
registered until no further increase was obtained. Calculations
showed that the composition of the final product was U 0 0 0 . Experiments were carried out in the following gases: air, O_ and N + O .
The dioxide pellets were of the same type as those used for the
manufacture of the R3 fuel elements, i.e. length 10 mm, diameter
9 mm, and density 1 0. 4,
Results have been collected in Figs. 11-13, and the appearance
of the oxides, produced at various temperatures, is shown in Fig. 14,
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In all gas mixtures investigated, the oxidation process starts
at about 450

C and has a maximum between 500 and 600

C. At

higher temperature the reaction rate gradually diminishes and is
almost zero at 700

C in air and at 1000

C in oxygen. Since the

reaction is exothermic (AH = -25, 574 kcal/mole), the temperature
is partly self-stabilizing, thereby making it easier to control an
industrial production process.
In accordance with Hans son's data

the reaction rate is al-

most doubled in an atmosphere of oxygen compared with that in
air. The irregularities of the curves, obtained in all gas mixtures
and especially at higher temperatures, are caused by the discontinuous cracking of the pellets with the accompanying exposing
of a fresh oxide surface.
The oxidation rate of the dioxide in a mixture of O~ a^ad N_
was found to be roughly proportional to the concentration of oxygen
in the surrounding gas. However, this does not apply to a pilot
plant process where it was noticed that even small amounts of
nitrogen have a highly retarding effect on the reaction rate.
The oxide product formed at lower temperatures was soft
and powdery while that'obtained at higher temperatures was hard
and cohesive, but unsintex*ed.
2. 3. Dissolution of U,OR
2. 3._1._ General
U,Ofi is easily dissolved in dilute nitric acid to give a pure
uranyl nitrate solution. The reaction is slightly exothermic
(AH = - t . 5 kcal/mole). Contrary to what is valid for the dissolution of UO?, the heat evolved is insufficient to cause violent
boiling of the solution»
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2.3.2. Experimental Investigations_
Preliminary experiments indicated that there is no detectable
difference in the dissolution rates of oxides produced at different
temperatures. Ftirther, the dissolution rate is mainly dependent
on texnperature. It is very low at room temperature, becomes appreciable at 80 - 85

C, and is very fast in a boiling solution.

A series of final tests were carried out on oxides produced
at 600

C. The oxide powder was poured into a dilute solution of

nitric acid in a beaker, the volume and concentration of the acid
were adjusted to give the desired final concentrations of uranium
and excess acid. The solution was heated to boiling in about 6 minutes and kept boiling until almost complete dissolution had been
obtained. The final solution was analyzed for uranium and free acid,
and the undissolved residues were weighed.
From the results, given in Figs. 15 and 16, it is evident
that U,O 8 can be dissolved in fairly dilute nitric acid to give a
high concentration of uranium and a low excess of acid. More than
99 per cent of the oxide is dissolved in less than 10 minutes after
the boiling point is reached.
The residue which constitutes less than 0,2 per cent of the
initial charge does not dissolve in the final very dilute acid, but
will do so if the acidity is increased. Analysis has shown the solid
substance to be almost pure U.,0,,. The reason for its lower solubility might be explained by an almost perfect crystal structure. In
other investigations such crystals have been shown to have lower
solubilities.

3. Pilot Plant Experiments
3.1. General
For the purpose of testing the Thermox process on actual unirradiated fuel elements, a pilot plant was built.

The size of the plant was
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such as to make it possible to process half length fuel elements of
the type to be used for the Swedish Agesta Reactor (Zircaloy-2
clad uranium dioxide fuel) (Figc 17). The chemical process and
different technical problems, such as gas distribution, heat transfer,
mechanical strength and construction material problems have been
studied in this plant.
3. 2. Equipment
The main piece of equipment is the reaction vessel surrounded
by a furnace. In this vessel oxidation of Zircaloy and uranium dioxide,
as well as dissolution of uranium oxide can take place. The reaction
vessel is connected to a filter vessel for receiving product solutions
and canning residues, and to a cyclon separator and condenser for
off gas treatment. Figs. 18 and 19 give a general view of the plant.
3.2, 1 „ Furnace
The electrically heated furnace (Fig, 20) has three individually
controlled heating zones. The total electrical power consumption is
20 kW.
3._2. Z._ Reaction Vessel
The reaction vessel (Figs. 20 and 21) consists of a 2.3 m long,
cylindrical stainless steel tube with an outer diameter of 0. 23 m,
closed at the bottom, and provided with a removable lid at the top. In
the vessel a grate is inserted which consists of a number of bars
placed on edge alongside the periphery of the vessel. It acts as a
positioner for the fuel elements, takes up mechanical stress and
distributes the reacting gases» At the bottom the grate is supported
by a sieve plate with a number of 8 mm drilled holes.
Two long tubes, welded to the reaction vessel at the top, lead
to the bottom. One of the tubes is used for the introduction of oxidizing gases, acid, water and steam. The other tube is used for the
transfer of canning residues and uranyl nitrate solution. At the top
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of the vessel other tubes are connected for off gas evacuation, introduction of washing liquids and application of a nitrogen ballast
layer.
As construction material for the reaction vessel a high temperature resistant, low carbon steel with 25 % Cr and 23 % Ni
(Avesta 254E) was used. Because of delivery difficulties the grate
was made of a steel with 1 7. 5 % Cr, 11 % Ni and 2. 7 % Mo (Avesta
832 SK).
3. 3. Experimental
3._3._l._General_
The pilot plant experiments were started with scrap Zircaloy
and uranium dioxide. Following these introductory experiments,
one preliminary and five final decanning and dissolution experiments
were performed with half length R3 fuel elements. For a more detailed investigation of some of the experimental findings, some further
oxidation experiments were made with single fuel rods and with bare
uranium dioxide pellets.
3. 3._2. Experj.mental_Me_thod
After the removal of the stainless steel bottom ring, one fuel
element was loaded into-the reaction vessel. The element was fastened
to the lid in such a way that, at the start of the experiment, the element was freely hanging inside the vessel. The lid was then bolted
to the top flange of the vessel, giving a gastight seal. In order to
reach the predetermined oxidation temperature of 825

C, the reac-

tion vessel was heated for five hours. For the oxidation of Zircaloy
it was then held at this temperature for 1 0. 5 to 14. 5 hours in the
various experiments. Four different gas mixtures were tried for the
oxidation: air, air + 60 % water vapour, nitrogen + 70 % water vapour,
and 5 % oxygen + 50 % nitrogen + 45 % water vapour. Four of the runs
were made with the oxidizing gases blown directly through the furnacej
in the fifth experiment the reacting gases (5 % oxygen + 50 % nitrogen
+ 45 % water vapour) were re circulated with only sufficient oxygen and
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water vapour added to keep the composition of the off gases constant.
Oxygen and nitrogen were provided from cylinders, water vapour from
a boiler. Gas velocities were kept between 3 and 7 m /h. Fig. 22
shows a flow diagram of this part of the process.
When the oxidation of the Zircaloy was finished, the reaction
vessel was allowed to cool to a temperature of 500 - 600

C which

took about 2 1/2 hours. During this time air was blown through the
vessel. Pure oxygen was then fed to the reaction vessel and the uranium dioxide pellets were readily oxidized, the reaction being indicated by a temperature increase.
3.4. Results and Discussion
In all the main experiments the oxidation of the Zircaloy proceeded to an end product resembling coarse sand. However, end plugs
were only partly oxidized, and five to ten cycles were needed for
complete oxidation. At the high temperature in the reaction vessel
the ductility of the Zircaloy proved to be very high. Sometimes, the
increased pressure in the he Hum-filled fiiel rods could enlarge their
diameter to such an extent, that the shroud tube of the fuel element
was pressed into the grate and thereby caused a slight deformation
of some of the bars in the grate. The increase in volume of the fuel
elements during the oxidation was substantial. In the beginning the
fuel elements were more oxidized at the upper part near the lid of
the reaction vessel. When the elements were broken during the course
of the oxidation, the oxidation progressed more rapidly at the lower
part of the furnace.

No high temperature increase was registered during the oxidation of the Zircaloy. A thermocouple placed at the centre of the
fuel element measured the heat continuously; the highest temperature noted was 1000

C.
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The small scale laboratory investigations did not show any
large effect of the composition of the oxidizing gases upon the rate
of oxidation. The pilot plant runs confirmed this observation. However, the presence of nitrogen and the mechanical stress of the
fuel element had an apparent influence. If water was used as the
only oxidizing agent, hydrogen and small amounts of ammonia were
found in the off gases.
Initial experiments showed, that although the oxidation of
uranium dioxide with air starts readily at 450 - 500

C, the reac-

tion soon slowed down. As a result many of the uranium dioxide
pellets did not oxidize at all. Various construction alterations of
the grate apparently had no effect upon the oxidation rate. Final
investigations with oxygen supported the conclusion, that even
small amounts (< 5 %) of nonreacting gases, such as water vapour
or nitrogen, had an appreciably negative effect upon the rate of
oxidation. An explanation for the observed effect might be that
nitrogen and water vapour collect in the porous oxide and form an
effective barrier against further transport of oxygen. On a large
scale, oxidation with air cannot be completed in a reasonable
period of time.

With oxygen the oxidation started at about 450

C, the same

temperature as with air. During the reaction the temperature in '
the oxide mass increased because of the exothermal heat of reaction, but it never exceeded moderate values due to the self-stabilizing effect of the temperature - rate of oxidation dependance.
The U^OQ formed was usually soft and powdery. The oxide
in the centre tended to pack together, but it never sintered during
the experiments. The time for complete oxidation was about three
hours.
Heat transfer during the oxidation of uranium dioxide did not
cause any problems. However, because of the poor thermal con-

ductance of the U,OR formed, difficulties may arise in handling
larger quantities of oxide, if the diameter cf the reaction vessel is
considerably increased.
Two of the main runs are graphically represented in Figs.
23 and 24.
3. 5, Dissolution of U-,00
After completion of the oxidation of the uranium oxide, the
reaction vessel was allowed to cool to TOO - 200

C, whereupon

water and dilute nitric acid were added. Steam was introduced to
bring the solution to boiling temperature. Due to the small volume
of the reaction vessel, the dissolution had to be carried out in two
steps: a first dissolution in the reaction vessel and, after transfer
of solution and canning residues to the filter vessel, a final dissolution there.
More than 99 % of the uranium oxide was dissolved during
less than half an hour, A small residue of about 0. 1 % could be
dissolved, if desired, in nitric acid of higher concentration.
3. 6. Transfer and Filtration of Solutions and Oxides from the
Reaction Vessel
The filter vessel, Fig. 25 had two functions: it served both
as a receptacle for solutions and oxides, and as a filter vessel.
The bottom was designed as a sand filter. A stainless steel mesh
is placed between perforated stainless steel sheets near the bottom
of the vessel. Other perforated sheets with 5 mm holes are placed
5 and 7 cm above. During transfer the zirconium oxides collect
under and above the sheets and form a sand filter bed. The vessel
is provided with an arrangement for backwashing. The filter vessel
is connected to the off gas system by a spring loaded non-return
valve.
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For the transfer of solutions and oxides from the reaction
vessel, the filter vessel was heated and steam was introduced in
order to replace the air. Upon cooling the steam condensed and
caused a vacuum in the vessel, with the effect that the solution
rushed from the reaction vessel through the connecting tube into
the filter vessel, carrying a slurry of zirconium oxide and small
pieces of undissolved uranium oxides. To facilitate the transfer,
steam was blown against the bottom of the reaction vessel in order
to disperse the solids.
From the filter vessel the solution was then filtered down
into a receiving container by suction. The solution was a little
turbid at first but subsequently became completely clear.
The canning residues collect in the filter vessel and have to
be removed after a few runs. This could be done by the application
of the same principle as used for transport from the reaction vessel.
A transfer vessel was placed in the funnel-shaped connection
on the tube leading to the bottom of the filter vessel. Water and
dilute nitric acid are introduced into the filter vessel as a transfer
liquid. Steam is blown into the upper transfer vessel in order to
replace the air. After cooling of the transfer vessel, the liquid containing the zirconrum oxides rushes up into the upper vessel. A sieve
on the down-going tube inside this vessel allows the liquid to drain
to the filter vessel. When the transfer vessel is filled, it can be
disconnected and transported for disposal,
3. 7. Off Gas Treatment
During oxidation and dissolution, the off gases are passed
through a cyclone separator and a condenser.
3. 8. Analysis of the Final Products
Analysis of the clear solution from a typical run showed a
uranium content of 450 g/l and 1 M excess nitric acid. Zirconium
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and tin could not be detected in the solutions. Solutions from other
runs gave similar results.
In the washed canning residues the uranium content never
exceeded 0. 2 per cent.
The appearance of the oxides is shown in Fig. 26. The bulk
density of the oxides was 3. 5 g/cc.

4. Conclusions
The pilot plant experiments proved that inactive fuel elements
can be decanned, oxidized and dissolved by means of the Thermox
process. Solutions and canning residues are easy to filter, separate,
and handle and are free from corroding agents. The uranium losses
can be kept very low. The zirconium dioxide is obtained in a form
suitable for permanent disposal.
On the application of the process described to irradiated fuel
elements new problems may arise. Investigations have been carried out
elsewhere in the company to determine the fate of fission products
during the Thermox treatment. However, any change in the basic
chemistry of the method going from inactive to active stage is not
to be expected.

5. Outline for a Complete Process
In block diagram (Fig. 27) the handling and processing of active fuel elements is shown. The following steps are included:
1.

Transfer of fuel element from the storage pond.

2.

Mechanical removal of "inactive" parts of the fuel element.

3.

Thermox treatment.
a.

Loading

b. Zircaloy-2 oxidation
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c.

UO? oxidation

d.

Uranium oxide dissolution

e.

Transfer of uranyl nitrate solution and canning residues

4.

Filtration and washing of canning residues,

5.

Removal of filtered canning residues from the filter vessel.
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Oxidation of Zy-2 in Nitrogen, Water Vapor
and 3 % Hydrogen,
Temperature 825 C. Time = 7 hours.
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Oxidation of Argon Filled Capsule Tube.
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View of Pilot Plant for the Thermox Process
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Fig. 19 Artist View of Pilot Plant for the Thermox Process
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